Projects to benefit from IAF’s support in 2018

Five projects approved in 2016 will continue in 2018

PAPOUA NEW GUINEA - Athletics Development Program
MEXICO - Athletics Development Portal
CANADA - TV Broadcast Program
ESTONIA - Research on metabolic testing on Female Triad
LATVIA- Books on Latvian Athletics (third edition)

Twelve other projects have been approved by the IAF Council for 2018

ANTIGUA - Construction of a track
ARMENIA - Construction of a track
MICRONESIA - Purchase of technical equipment
EL SALVADOR - Purchase of technical equipment
IAAF – Heritage project
KENYA – IAAF/AIU Anti-Doping research project
BULGARIA - Balkan Seminar
URUGUAY - Book on Uruguayan Athletics
AIA - Publication of a book on Ibero-Americano Athletes
AFRICA - Book on African Athletics
USA - “Special Case” for Olympic Champion Greg Foster
IAAF - Awards Ceremony 2018